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Abstract: For the complex harmonic coupling problem caused by the parallel connection of gridconnected photovoltaic inverters to the grid, the mathematical models of a single three-phase inverter and
two three-phase inverters connected in parallel are established in this paper. The transfer function is derived
and the resonant characteristics of grid-connected single inverter and parallel grid-connected multi-inverters
are analyzed by using Bode diagram. On the basis of the maximum power tracking link, This paper
proposes a control strategy which combines the double closed-loop of current by using grid-connected
voltage and capacitive current with the proportional feedforward compensation of grid voltage ,which
maximizes the use of solar energy and has a better harmonic resonance suppression capability at the same
time. The effectiveness and correctness of the proposed control strategy are verified by Matlab/Simulink
system simulation.

1

INTRODUCTION

Inverter is the core device of photovoltaic power station.
It plays an important role in the utilization of solar
energy, but it will produce a series of harmonic
resonance problems, which will seriously affect the
stability of the system[1]. At present, scholars at home and
abroad have discussed the design and construction of
photovoltaic power plants. It is pointed out that the LCL
filter, which is widely used in grid-connected inverter
resonance, has a resonant spike between inverter and
inverter in [2] . The interaction between inverter and
power grid will also cause resonance. In [3], the resonant
coupling characteristics of multi-grid-connected inverter
are analyzed, and it is pointed out that the resonant peak
value and frequency are related to the number of parallel
inverters. But the resonance problem of single-phase
inverter is only analyzed, the resonant coupling problem
of three-phase inverter is not analyzed. The filtering
performance and realization method of passive damping
and active damping are analyzed in [4] and [5]. Author
proposed control strategies to reduce harmonic resonance
in the power system, but the experimental results are not
very satisfactory in [6] and [7] .
In this paper, the equivalent mathematical model and
the expression of transfer function are established, taking
grid-connected single inverter and parallel gridconnected two inverters as examples. The coupled
resonance characteristics of the inverter are analyzed
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according to the Bode diagram drawn, and the current
outer loop is constructed by using the grid-connected
voltage and current through the quasi-PR controller. The
control strategy composed of double closed loop of
current and proportional feedforward compensation of
power network voltage with capacitive current feedback
is used to suppress the resonant spike. Finally, the system
simulation is built by Matlab/Simulink.

2
ANALYSIS
OF
RESONANT
CHARACTERISTICS
OF
SINGLE
INVERTER
According to the power characteristics of grid-connected
inverter, the inverter incorporated into the grid can be
equivalent to a three-phase AC voltage source, assuming
that the internal resistance of the inverter is the same.
Fig.1 is grid-connected equivalent circuit for a single
inverter. In figure 1, the ratio R is the inverter side
inductances, L11, L12, L13 are the inverter side inductance
of the LCL filter； L21, L22, L23 are grid side inductances
of the LCL filter ； C1, C2 and C3 are constitute the
capacitors of LCL filter; Lga, Lgb, Lgc are grid side
inductances for grid side inductance isolation transformer
leakage inductance value; Ua, Ub, Uc are sinusoidal
voltage sources.
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Fig. 1 Single-inverter grid-connected equivalent circuit

Ua, Ub, Uc are equal amplitude, same frequency,
initial dependent sub-delay of 120° sinusoidal voltage
sources, other parameters are the same, in order to
facilitate the analysis and description, Therefore, the
equivalent circuit of three-phase inverter using LCL filter
can be simplified to single-phase inverter. In this paper,
the equivalent circuit of A phase is drawn, as shown in
figure 2. The output current of a single inverter when
connected to the grid is equation (1).When the grid
voltage is excluded, the output voltage transfer function
of the single inverter is equation (2). When only the grid
voltage acts alone, the output voltage transfer function of
the single inverter is equation (3).
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Fig. 3 Bode diagram under the action of single inverter
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Fig. 4 Bode diagram under the action of grid voltage

Fig. 2 Grid-connected equivalent circuit of single inverter
Un1 − Uga
Ia =
sL 21 + sLga
（1）
G1 =

Ia
1
=
Ua s3 (C11L11L21 + C11L11Lga) + s 2 (C11R1L21 + C11R1Lga ) + s( L11 + L21 + Lga) + R1 （2）

G2 =

Ia
− s 2C11L11 − sR1C11 −1
= 3
Uga s (C11L11L21 + C11L11Lga) + s 2 ( R1C11L21 + R1C11Lga) + s( L11 + L21 + Lga) + R1 （3）

3
CANALYSIS
OF
PARALLEL
RESONANT CHARACTERISTICS OF
MULTI-INVERTER
Taking the A phase of the inverter output voltage as an
example, equivalent circuit which is connected in parallel
to two the grid inverters with LCL filter is shown in
Figure 5.

The output voltage transfer function of parallel
inverter is a complex high-order transfer function, which
is related to the impedance values of LCL filter
parameters, inverter parameters and grid parameters.
As shown in fig. 3, when a single inverter is
connected in parallel to the power network, a high
frequency resonant peak occurs at the resonant frequency
of the LCL filter at the 1000Hz frequency range, and the
phase occurs -180° jump at the same time. The output
current of grid-connected inverter will oscillate. As
shown in figure 4, under the action of grid voltage, two
high frequency resonant peaks are produced in the
600Hz-1000Hz frequency band system, and the phase
changes at the same time. The output current of gridconnected inverter also oscillates. Compared with Fig.4,
under the condition that only the output voltage is A
phase, the system has only one positive resonant peak
when the single inverter acts alone, and only when the
power grid is acting alone, the system produces a positive
resonant spike and a negative resonant spike.
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Fig. 5 Grid-connected equivalent circuit of two inverters

In general, all inverters are of the same type in
engineering, so the nodal voltage equation (4) is obtained
under the condition of three-phase grid voltage balance.
When two inverters are connected to the grid, the output
current is equation (5). When only I # inverter acts alone,
other voltage sources can be regarded as short circuit,
and the output voltage transfer function is equation (6),
of which,Z1 is parallel to R21, sL21 and sC21,Z2 is parallel
to Z1, sL22 and sLga, Z3 is parallel to Z2, sL12 and sC11.
When only the grid voltage acts alone, the other voltage
sources can be regarded as short circuit, and the output
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voltage transfer function is equation (7),of which,Z1 is
parallel to R11, sL21 and sC21,Z2 is parallel to R21, sL21
and sC21, Z3 is parallel to Z1, sL12 and Z2, sL22.
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Fig. 7 Bode diagram under the action of power grid

Ia
1
G4 =
=
Uga
Z 5 + sLga

（7）
By contrast, we can see that the higher the order of
the output voltage transfer function, the more complex
the expression is, the more the output current of multiple
inverters. The output current of multiple inverters
connected to the grid is not only related to the number of
parallel inverters, but the characteristics of the power grid
also affect the value of the grid.
The Bode diagram of the No.1 inverter acting alone is
shown in figure 6. In the 500Hz-1100Hz frequency range,
the system produces more high-frequency resonant peaks,
there are more high-frequency resonant spikes.
Compared with figure 3, with the increase of the number
of parallel inverters, there will be more resonant spikes in
the system. The system will be more unstable.
Considering only one inverter acting alone, the system
will have two positive resonant spikes and one negative
resonant spike, and the number of resonant spikes is
obviously higher than that of a single inverter connected
to the grid. It shows that the increase of the number of
grid-connected inverters seriously affects the stability of
the system. As shown in Fig. 7, the system also produces
more high-frequency resonant spikes in the frequency
range of 500Hz and 1100Hz, and the phase increases
suddenly in this frequency band. The system will
oscillate, as compared with figure 4, when the grid is
acting alone, the number of resonant spikes generated by
the system does not vary with the number of inverters.
The same conclusion can be obtained when more
inverters are connected in parallel to the grid.

4
HARMONIC
ANALYSIS

SUPPRESSION

The transfer function of quasi-resonant PR controller is
following:
GPR = KP +

2scKr
s 2 + 2c +  0 2

（8）
The values of KP, ωc and Kr are determined according
to the tuning method of three parameters of transfer
function of resonant PR controller in [8].
In order to eliminate the influence of grid-connected
voltage on grid-connected current, the feedforward
compensation link of grid voltage is added to the control
system. Its transfer function is following:
Gf =

1
1
KPWM
(
+
)
KPWM KC
s

(9)
In the formula: KPWM is the ratio coefficient of the
PWM generator, and KC is the ratio coefficient of the
capacitance current feedback.
The control block diagram is shown in Figure 8,
Ginv(s) is transfer function for inverter equivalent, Gd(s) is
transfer function which considered to be 1.5 times of the
inverter digital delay, Kg(s) for the grid current feedback
coefficient, KC (s) for the capacitor current feedback
coefficient. The electric current by Kg(s) form the
current outer loop feedback capacitance current by KC(s)
current loop formed dual loop current, grid voltage by Gf
module voltage proportional feedforward and the control
strategy by the grid current feedback loop and capacitor
current feedback consisting of double loop and electric
network voltage feed-forward combination from figure 8.
The open loop transfer function of the system is
following:
G(s) =

GPR( s)Gd ( s)Ginv( s)
ig
s( L1 + C1 + L 2)
=
1
1
Kg ( s)GPR( s)Gd ( s)Ginv( s)
iref 1 + KC ( s)Gd ( s)Ginv( s) +
+
+
sL1
s( L1 + C1) s( L 2 + C1)
s( L1 + C1 + L 2)
(10)

Geq( s ) =

Gf ( s )Gd ( s )Ginv( s) 1
1
KC ( s )Gd ( s )Ginv( s)
−
(1 +
+
)
ig
s ( L1 + C1 + L 2)
sL 2
s ( L1 + C1)
sL1
=
1
1
Kg ( s)GPR( s )Gd ( s )Ginv( s )
ug 1 + KC ( s)Gd ( s)Ginv( s) +
+
+
sL1
s( L1 + C1) s( L 2 + C1)
s ( L1 + C1 + L 2)

(11)
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Fig. 6 Bode diagram under single action of 1# inverter

Fig. 8 Inverter control block diagram

The topology and control structure of three-phase
photovoltaic inverter system using LCL filter is shown in
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figure 9. The maximum power point instruction voltage
is obtained by MPPT module which is composed of realtime measurement of output current and voltage of DC
photovoltaic array. After comparing the instruction
voltage with the output voltage of the photovoltaic array,
the modulation signal of the SPWM control module is
obtained by Pi controller. The PLL is used to synchronize
the given value of the grid-connected current iref with the
grid voltage. The power network current is controlled by
quasi-PR controller, the filter capacitive current feedback
constitutes the inner loop of the system current double
closed loop, and the grid voltage feedback constitutes the
system voltage proportional feedforward compensation
link.
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The designed system has good stability. As shown in
figure 11, the output currents of the system under the
action of the voltage of the power network before and
after the controller are shown in figure 11. The system
has a negative resonant peak at 50 Hz frequency and
sudden phase change. The feedforward compensation can
eliminate the disturbance of the voltage and track the
signal without difference. Therefore, the control strategy
adopted in this paper can effectively restrain the
influence of the grid voltage on the grid-connected
current.
In order to verify the correctness of the theoretical
analysis, the simulation model is built in
Matlab/Simulink, and the harmonic analysis is carried
out after three periods after the output A phase voltage is
stabilized. From figure 12, we can see that the control
strategy adopted in this paper can make the output line
voltage quickly stable, the sinusoidal degree is better, the
THD of the output voltage is 0.00%, and the high order
harmonic suppression is better.
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Fig. 9 Photovoltaic inverter system and control structure

Fig. 12 output voltage FFT analysis

5 CONCLUSION

Fig. 10 Bode diagram of output current

Because the harmonic resonance coupling of LCL threephase photovoltaic inverter, the mathematical models of
grid-connected single inverter and two-inverter gridconnected are established, and the expression of transfer
functions are derived. The resonance peak of LCL threephase photovoltaic inverter is not only related to the
parameters of LCL filter, but also affected by the number
of inverter and the voltage of power grid. The more the
number of parallel inverters, the more the number of
parallel inverters. The system will produce more resonant
spikes, and the system will become more unstable. The
current outer loop composed of grid voltage and power
grid current and the current loop in capacitive current
form a double closed loop of current, which is then
combined
with
the
proportional
feedforward
compensation link of power network voltage. This
control strategy can counteract the influence of the grid
voltage on the grid-connected current and suppress the
resonance peak of the system. Finally, the correctness
and validity of the strategy are verified by
Matlab/Simulink system simulation.

Fig. 11 Bode diagram under the action of power grid

From figure 10, it can be seen that the system has a
resonant peak and a phase jump of -180 ° in the
frequency range of 50 Hz. The high frequency resonance
peak of the system can be effectively suppressed by using
the current feedback of the power network and the
capacitor current feedback of the filter to form the control
strategy of the double closed loop of the system current.
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